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Abstract In this paper，we introduce recent works on the mathematical treatments and the first-principle
calculations concerning the internal conversion rates for the cases with anharmonic potentials， and conical
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intersecting potentials． The simulations of absorption and emission spectra with anharmonic effects are also
presented to check the validity of the potential energy surfaces obtained from the quantum chemical calculations．
The effect of conical intersection on internal conversion has attracted considerable attention． In this paper a different
approach is proposed and applied to pyrazine． Another important non-radiative process，molecular vibrational
relaxation，is also treated by applying the adiabatic approximation to the ab initio anharmonic potential energy
surfaces． The vibrational relaxation rates in water dimer and aniline are chosen to demonstrate the calculation．
Key words radiationless transition; internal conversion; vibrational relaxation; double well potential;
anharmonic effect
1 Introduction
Radiationless transitions which consist of internal
conversion ( IC ) ( spin-allowed process ) and
intersystem crossing ( ISC ) ( spin-forbidden process )
play a very important role in photochemistry，
photobiology and photophysics． For convenience of
discussion，a simplified Jablonski diagram is shown in
Fig． 1，which describes the elementary processes of
molecular luminescence．































S0 intersystem crossing ( 1． 6 )
These elementary processes are the characteristics
of a molecule． They determine whether a molecule can
be a good candidate for LED or a dye molecule for
organic solar cells． In addition，there are two other













D * A → DA* ( 1 ． 8 )
All the processes involve two electronic states． In
other words， they are non-adiabatic in nature． In
addition to these processes， there exists another
elementary non-radiative process in molecular
luminescence，vibrational relaxation ( VR) ，which can
take place in either ground or excited electronic states．
In this paper，we will concentrate on recent works
concerning the mathematical treatments and the first-
principle calculations of the IC and VR processes． A
general theory of IC process has been established based
on displaced harmonic oscillator approximation
( HOA ) ［1—10］． Mode-mixing effect ( Duschinsky
rotation effect，DRE) ［11］ and anharmonic effect are two
important effects beyond the HOA． Recently the DRE
on radiationless processes for polyatomic molecules has
been developed［12—19］． In this paper，we will introduce
the works of anharmonic effects of double well and
Morse potential energy surfaces ( PESs ) to the
absorption， emission spectra and IC transition．
Besides， we will also introduce the Q-dependent
method to deal with the IC with conical intersection
( CI) of the two relevant PESs． Another non-radiative
process， VR， will also be treated by using the
anharmonic PES obtained from the quantum chemistry
calculations and the adiabatic approximation in this
paper．
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is
about the general formalism of photophysical processes
in the framework of Born-Oppenheimer approximation
( BOA ) ． Section 3 is the content of applications，
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including four parts: Section 3. 1 will introduce the
calculations of the spectra and the IC rate of
formaldehyde， which case has double well PES．
Section 3. 2 will introduce the formalism and
calculations of spectra and the IC rate with anharmonic
PES，especially for the Morse potential，in form of the
power series． Section 3. 3 will introduce the treatment
of IC with the effect of CI． Section 3. 4 gives the
formalism and applications of VR in the adiabatic
approximation． And section 4 will give a conclusion in
the end．
2 General consideration
All the elementary processes described in Section
1 can be calculated quantum mechanically by using the
BOA described in the following
H^ Ψ av ( q，Q) = EavΨ av ( q，Q) ( 2. 1 )
Ψ av ( q，Q) = Φ a ( q; Q) Θ av ( Q) ( 2. 2 )
H^ eΦ a ( q; Q) = Ua ( Q) Φ a ( q; Q) ( 2. 3 )
( T^ n + Ua ( Q) ) Θ av ( Q) = EavΘ av ( Q) ( 2. 4 )
where H^ represents the molecular Hamiltonian with the
eigenenergy Eav and the molecular wavefunction Ψ av ( q，
Q) ． { q } ，{ Q } describe the electronic and nuclear
coordinates， respectively． Φ a ( q; Q) and Θ av ( Q)
represent the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions． It
should be noted that according to the BOA，the Born-
Oppenheimer ( BO ) states are the molecular
eigenstates． If a molecule is in its BO eigenstate，
without considering the spontaneous emission，it cannot
change its state in BOA． The breakdown of the BOA is
due to the non-adiabatic coupling ( NAC)










( 2 ． 5 )
Notice that［12］
〈Φ b Φ aQi〉 =
〈Φ b VQi Φ a〉
Ua ( Q) － Ub ( Q)
( 2. 6 )
Since Ua ( Q) and Ub ( Q) denote the potential energy
surfaces ( PESs) of the a and b electronic states，the
surface crossing can take place where
Ua ( Q) = Ub ( Q) ( 2. 7 )
Using the Born-Oppenheimer ( BO ) wavefunction
Ψ av ( q，Q) as basis set，we can calculate the rate of
IC，ISC，photo-induced energy and electron transfer by
using the Fermi golden rule
Wa→b =
2π
 Σv，u Pav H'bu，av
2 δ( Ebu － Eav ) ( 2. 8 )
where Pav represents the distribution function，and
H'bu，av =〈Φ bΘ bu H
^ ' Φ aΘ av〉 =〈Θ bu H
^ ' ba Θ av〉
( 2. 9 )
In Eq． ( 2. 9 ) H^ ' depends on the process under
consideration． Similarly for optical absorption， the
absorption coefficient can be expressed as




2 δ ω bu，av －( )ω
( 2. 10 )
where 珗μ bu，av denotes the transition dipole moment
珗μ bu，av =〈Θ bu 珗μ ba Θ av〉 ( 2. 11 )
and for emission spectroscopy，the normalized emission
spectrum can be described by






2 δ ω bu，av －( )ω
( 2. 12 )






2 ( 2. 13 )
Next we consider IC process． In the BOA，when
the molecule is excited to the excited electronic state
a，it will stay in a． Due to the NAC，the BOA breaks
down，and the IC rate can be written as
Wa→b =
2π
 Σv，u Pav 〈Ψ bu H
^ 'BO Ψav〉
2 δ( Ebu － Eav )
( 2. 14 )
where
〈Ψ bu H
^ 'BO Ψ av〉 =〈Φ bΘ bu H
^ ' BOΦ aΘ av〉
= － 2Σ
i
〈Θ bu 〈Φ b Φ aQi〉
Θ av
Qi 〉 ( 2. 15 )
Considering the relation of Eq． ( 2. 6 ) ，NAC will be
singular at the crossing point where Ua = Ub ．
However， due to the anharmonic effect for most
molecules，US0 and US1 will never cross． However，for
higher excited electronic states like S2 ，S3 ，… ，the
potential surfaces often cross and conical intersections
are believed to play an important role in IC process． Its
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treatment will be presented in section 3. 3.
3 Applications
In this section，we will present the recent results
of the first-principle calculations of the photophysical
properties and processes of various molecules．
3. 1 Formaldehyde
3. 1. 1 Equilibrium structures and the out-of-plane
bending mode
The S0 (
1A1 ) → S1 (
1A2 ) n-π
* transition of
formaldehyde has long attracted much interest［20—29］．
This symmetry-forbidden transition in the C2v point
group could occur through vibronic coupling． Among
the six vibrational modes，the only b1 mode，the out-
of-plane bending mode ( v4 ) plays the leading role by
intensity borrowing from a higher 1B2 electronic state
that results in the so-called type-B transition
bands［20，24］． The two b2 vibrational modes ( v5 and
v6 ) ，on the other hand，generate the type-C bands by
associating with a 1B1 state，and might contribute up to
25% of the observed total absorption
intensity［20，23，24］．
The ground state has a planar geometry at
equilibrium． By exciting the electron from the non-
bonding orbital of the oxygen atom to the anti-bonding
π * orbital，the equilibrium structure of the S1 state
distorts to a pyramid ( Cs point group )
［23，26，27］． The
out-of-plane bending vibrational mode is quite
anharmonic，essentially possessing a symmetric double-
well potential． A schematic diagram illustrating the
potential surfaces of the out-of-plane bending mode is
given in Fig． 2，and the major transitions and couplings
between the ground and the excited states are shown as
well．
Lin et al［30］ have carried out several first-principle
computational approaches including MP2，CASSCF，
and DFT with the B3LYP functional to figure out the
equilibrium structures and energies of these states，
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. It was found that
all vibrational modes keep the harmonicity upon
excitation to the S1 state， except the out-of-plane
bending mode ( v4 ) ．
For this particular double-well mode，it has been
proved that an empirical three-parameter formula
Fig． 2 A schematic diagram showing the ground and the
first two singlet excited state potentials of formaldehyde along
the out-of-plane bending mode ( not on scale ) ，
demonstrating the double-well character of the S1 state． The
equilibrium structures as well as the major transitions are
also illustrated．
Table 1 Equilibrium structures and vibrational frequencies of
the ground state S0 (
1A1 ) of formaldehyde
expt． a MP2 CAS( 8，16 ) CAS( 12，14 ) B3LYP
geometric parameters
rCO ( ) 1. 207 1. 213 1. 209 1. 211 1. 201
rCH ( ) 1. 117 1. 105 1. 101 1. 119 1. 109
aOCH ( ° ) 121. 9 121. 9 121. 9 122. 0 122. 0
aHCH ( ° ) 116. 2 116. 1 116. 1 116. 0 115. 9
vibrational frequencies ( cm － 1 ) b
v1 2 783
( 2 978 )
2 975 3 018 2 842 2 882
v2 1 746
( 1 778 )
1 761 1 805 1 774 1 817
v3 1 500
( 1 529 )
1 559 1 619 1 530 1 532
v4 1 167
( 1 191 )
1 207 1 268 1 189 1 203
v5 2 843
( 2 997 )
3 047 3 084 2 904 2 939
v6 1 249
( 1 299 )
1 278 1 334 1 265 1 260
a ref［28］
b Experimental fundamental frequencies from ref ［28］ and harmonized
frequencies ( in parentheses) from ref［29］ are shown．
proposed by Coon et al． could elegantly reproduce the
measured data［31］．




2 + Aexp( － αQ2 ) ( 3. 1 )
Lin et al［30］ solved the vibrational energy levels
variationally with their own algorithm，and described
the wavefunction of each level as a linear combination
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of harmonic oscillator wavefunctions of the unperturbed
fundamental angular frequency． The fitting parameters，
energy levels and Franck-Condon integrals are listed in
Table 3.
Table 2 Equilibrium structures，vibrational frequencies and
excitation energies of the first singlet excited state S1 (
1A2 ) of
formaldehyde
expt． a CAS( 8，16 ) CAS( 12，14 )
excitation energies ( eV)
ΔE vertical 3. 94 4. 13 4. 23
ΔE adiabatic 3. 50 3. 43 3. 84
geometric parameters
rCO ( ) 1. 323 1. 348 1. 350
rCH ( ) 1. 098 1. 089 1. 108
aOCH ( ° ) 115. 1 113. 8 114. 4
aHCH ( ° ) 118. 4 119. 1 117. 8
θout-of-plane ( ° ) 34. 0 37. 2 36. 8
vibrational frequencies ( cm － 1 )
v1 2 847 3 079 2 916
v2 1 173 1 170 1 145
v3 1 290 1 393 1 351
v4 * b 708 738
v5 2 968 2 664 3 020
v6 904 587 961
a refs［23］ and［28］
b highly anharmonic
Table 3 Potential parameters and vibrational energy levels of
the out-of-plane bending mode for the S1 state and the Franck-
Condon integrals between S0 and S1 states of formaldehyde
potential parametersa
ω0
( 2π cm － 1 )
A




( cm － 1 )
G( 0 )
( cm － 1 )
688. 9 3 952. 0 0. 1437 0. 50 356. 5 239. 0
vibrational energy levels
u 0 1 2 3 4
calc． ( cm － 1 ) 0. 0 124. 6 542. 3 948. 0 1 425. 9
expt． ( cm － 1 ) b 0. 0 124. 6 542. 3 947. 9 1 429. 3
Franck-Condon overlap integralsc
v \u 0 1 2 3 4
0 0. 7157 0. 0000 － 0. 6361 0. 0000 0. 2660
1 0. 0000 0. 6406 0. 0000 － 0. 6388 0. 0000
2 0. 5385 0. 0000 0. 2643 0. 0000 － 0. 5986
a ρ ≡ ln( 2αA /ω20 ) ，B is the barrier-height parameter，and G( 0 ) is the
zero-point energy． All parameters are defined in ref［30］
b ref［21］
c v and u refer to vibrational quantum numbers of v4 of S0 and S1 states，
respectively
3. 1. 2 Absorption spectrum
The S1 (
1A2 ) ← S0 (
1A1 ) absorption transition of
formaldehyde is forbidden by the symmetries of
adiabatic electronic wavefunctions and electric





0〉 = 0 ( see eqs． ( 2. 10 ) and ( 2. 12 ) ) ．
However this transition is vibronically allowed．
Theoretically it can be regarded as intensity borrowing
through vibronic coupling with other electronic
states［32，33］．
There are three possible inducing modes whose
vibrational quantum number change from vi = 0 to odd
ui ; the transition with i = 4 is classified as type-B，
while that with i = 5 or 6 is type-C［24］． The remaining
three totally symmetric modes，v1 to v3 ，could play as
the progressing mode．
Regarding the experimental absorption spectra，
there are three main progressions induced by v4 ( 4
1
0 and
430 ) and v5 ( 5
1
0 ) ． v2 is the major progressing mode，v1
participates as a minor one，and v3 is invisible． The
third possible inducing mode，v6 ，is not individually
assigned［23，24，28］． The contribution of each progressing
mode can be analyzed by considering the Huang-Rhys
factor［34］． The values of 0. 60，2. 40 and 0. 04 were
obtained for the three totally symmetric modes by CAS
( 12，12 ) ． Hence we could expect that the v2
progression maximizes at u2 = 2 and 3，performing the
most obvious peak series; the v1 progression shows the
most probable transition to u1 = 0 or 1，and the v3 one
should keep its vibrational quantum number at 0. In
addition， the relative intensities of peaks in each
progression series are proportional to their Franck-
Condon factors，which in term relate to Huang-Rhys
factors and vibrational quantum numbers． The 430 /4
1
0
band head intensity ratio was therefore predicted as
0. 99. In principle there is a third band head，450 ，
which has the expected intensity ratio 450 /4
1
0 to be about
0. 35，but this peak and the related progressions have
never been assigned． It might be attributed to the
large-amplitude out-of-plane bending motion which
yields a dissociative potential at high vibrational
quanta，resulting in shift of peak positions and drastic
reduction of vibrational overlap integrals．
The relative intensities between progressions of
different inducing modes depend not only on the
vibrational overlap ( Franck-Condon ) part but also on
the electronic part determined by vibronic-coupled
transition dipole moments and frequencies． The ratio of
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band head intensities of different inducing modes was
then calculated as 510 /4
1




0 = 0. 13. It
turned out that the progression induced by v5 and v6
takes ～ 21% and ～ 5% of the total absorption
intensity， respectively， consistent with a previous
suggestion that type-C transitions take 25% of the total
oscillator strength［20］． The relative intensities of v5 and
v6 progressions are also reasonable， since in
experimental absorption spectra the latter makes
relatively small contribution［26］．
Fig． 3 illustrates the simulated absorption
spectrum considering v2 ，v4 and v5 based on the CAS
( 12，14 ) calculation． The magnitude of the Franck-
Condon factor is marked under each absorption peak．
In the low-frequency ( long-wavelength， 300—360
nm ) region where the peak broadening and the
anharmonic effect are not severe， the simulated
spectrum shows rather good consistence with the
experimental report［26］．
Fig． 3 Absorption spectra of the S1
1A2← S0
1A1 transition
of formaldehyde． ( a ) Experimental data adopted from ref
［26］． ( b ) Simulated results by CAS ( 12，14 ) with the
vertical bars indicating Franck-Condon factors of each
vibronic transition
3. 1. 3 Radiative and non-radiative transition rate
constants
The excitation is followed by several possible
relaxation processes: fluorescence emission， internal
conversion，intersystem crossing，dissociation and / or
collisional energy transfer． The radiative lifetime was
found to be several μs， and the non-radiative one
several tens ns from the lowest vibrational levels of the
S1 state
［24，35—37］．
The fluorescence emission could be treated in a
similar vibronic-coupling manner to the absorption
transition． On the other hand，the internal conversion
is provided by the breakdown of the BOA through the
nuclear kinetic energy operator ( see eqs． ( 2. 14 ) and
( 2. 15 ) ) ［1，32，38］．
The transition rate constants of the S1 → S0
radiative and non-radiative relaxation pathways are
shown in Table 4. Fluorescence emission is the only
radiative process directly originated from the S1 state，
and the rate constant is determined by the vibronic-
coupled dipole terms． The calculated data predicted
the radiative lifetime values around 9 to 15 μs
depending on the choice of the active space and states
averaged in CASSCF，which are roughly consistent to
the experimentally recorded 3. 3 μs［24］．
Table 4 Radiative and non-radiative transition rate constants






W r ( s
－ 1 ) 1. 09 × 105 6. 47 × 104 3. 03 × 105
τ r ( μs) 9. 2 15. 5 3. 3
non-radiative transition
CASSCF ( Lorentzian) d CASSCF ( saddle point)
11-SA 17-SA 11-SA 17-SA
expt．
W nr ( s
－ 1 ) 1. 21 × 107 3. 79 × 106 3. 47 × 107 2. 15 × 107 1. 18 × 107
τnr ( ns) 83 264 29 47 85
a from the lowest vibrational level of the excited state
b ref［24］
c number of states averaged in CASSCF
d with a fixed dephasing constant γ = 150 × 2π cm － 1
For the non-radiative processes，IC is regarded as
the only important channel since the coupling between
S1 (
1A2 ) and T1 (
3A2 ) is quite weak and the lifetime of
ISC is much longer［24，39，40］， and unimolecular
dissociation does not occur directly from the excited
state potential energy surface but from the highly
excited vibrational levels of the ground state after
internal conversion［35，38］． Once the BO coupling terms
were obtained by collecting calculated vibronic-
coupling coefficients， vibrational frequencies and
Franck-Condon overlap integrals， the total transition
rate constant of IC was estimated by two approaches:
( a ) summation of rate constants of single vibronic
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levels with assumed dephasing constants in Lorentzian
lineshape functions; ( b ) integration using the saddle
point method． In the former approach， the major
difficulty was that first-principle calculations could not
provide any information of dephasing constants． The
upper limit of the dephasing constant was evaluated as
γ = 150 × 2π cm － 1 from peak widths in experimental
absorption and / or emission spectra［26］，and this value
was adopted for all single-vibronic-level transitions for
simplicity． Compared with experimentally measured
non-radiative lifetime of ～ 85 ns from the lowest
vibrational level of the excited state， the 11-state-
averaged calculation obtained quite a good value while
the 17-state-averaged result made somewhat
overestimation． Note that the real dephasing typically
enlarges as the vibrational quantum number increases，
and the calculated rate constant of a single vibronic
level will further raise if this factor is taking into
account．
Within the saddle point method，the problem of
undetermined dephasing constant was technically
avoided． It was noticed that in generating nuclear
correlation functions，some additional approximations
concerning displaced and distorted oscillators have also
been taken into account． This method estimated a
lifetime around 30 to 50 ns which was in good
agreement with the experimental one［24］．
It turns out that both treatments yielded rather
consistent values with reasonable assumptions on the
dephasing constants and in the mathematical
derivations． The correctness of predicted transition rate
constants then depended considerably on the
computation of vibronic coupling coefficients． The
higher accuracy could be achieved，in principle，by
( a ) increasing the number of excited states to an
extent where the contribution from even higher states
converges due to the increase of energy gap，and by
( b) enlarging the active space for a more appropriate
description on the potential energy surfaces，that is，
toward the full configuration interaction． The
investigations with the 17-state-averaged CAS ( 8，18 )
calculations have moderately approached this extent． A
more detailed derivation of mathematical frameworks
and analysis of calculated results can be found in ref
［41］．
3. 2 Anharmonic effect on elementary photophysical
processes
3. 2. 1 General formalism
Apply the first-order anharmonic correction to
HOA． Starting with perturbation expansion of the jth
vibrational normal-mode potential as［42］








( 3. 2 )
in which λ is chosen as a perturbation parameter and
Qj is mass-weighted normal-mode coordinate． It should
be noted that，Vj ( Q) can be Morse potential function:
Vj ( Q) = Dj ( 1 － e












j ( 3. 4 )
The energy level and wavefunction for vibrational
normal mode vj can be expanded as a power series，
ε v j = ε
( 0 )
v j
+ λε ( 1 )v j + λ
2ε ( 2 )v j + … ( 3. 5 )
and
χ v j ( Qj ) = χ
( 0 )
v j
( Qj ) + λχ
( 1 )
v j
( Qj ) +
λ2 χ ( 2 )v j ( Qj ) + … ( 3. 6 )
where χ ( 0 )v j ( Qj ) denotes the harmonic wavefunction．
Following Appendix A of ref［42］，we have the energy
levels up to the second-order as
ε ( 0 )v j = ω j v j +( )12 ( 3. 7 )
ε ( 1 )v j = 0 ( 3. 8 )
and
ε ( 2 )v j = χ
0
jj + χ jj v j +( )12
2















( 3. 10 )
and










( 3. 11 )
where χ0jj and χ jj represent the certain anharmonic
constants that are estimated from the diagonal parts of
the general form derived from the third and the fourth
derivatives with respect to normal-mode coordinates．
The wavefunction for the first-order correction is
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3 ( vj + 1)槡





( Qj[ ]{ ) +
1
3
( vj + 1 ) ( vj + 2 ) ( vj + 3槡 ) χ
( 0 )
v j +3
( Qj ) －
1
3
vj ( vj － 1 ) ( vj － 2槡 ) χ
( 0 )
v j －3
( Qj }) ( 3. 12 )
The first-order correction is zero for energy but is
nonzero for wavefunction． Within the displaced
anharmonic oscillator approximation up to the first-
order correction，absorption coefficient is analytically
derived as［42］





dt eit( ω ba +Ω0 －ω) －γ ba t ×
exp － Σ
j
S j 1 + 3η( ){ j ×
2珋vj + 1 － ( 珋vj + 1 ) e
itω j － 珋vj e
－ itω[ ] }j ( 3. 13 )
for excitation from electronic ground state a to excited
state b that means ω ba ＞ 0 in eq． ( 3. 13 ) for adiabatic
energy gap between b and a． According to the eq．
( 2. 12 ) the fluorescence coefficient is analytically
derived as
I( ω) = 2ω
3
3πc3





dt e － it( ω ba +Ω0 －ω) －γ ba t ×
exp － Σ
j
S j ( 1 － 3η j{ ) ×
2珋vj + 1 － ( 珋vj + 1 ) e
itω j － 珋vj e
－ itω[ ] }j ( 3. 14 )
for transition from electronic excited state a to ground
state b that means ω ba ＜ 0 in eq． ( 3. 14 ) for adiabatic
energy gap between b and a． Other quantities are the
same for both eqs． ( 3. 13 ) and ( 3. 14 ) ，where 珋vj =
( eω j / kBT － 1 ) －1 is the average phonon distribution，γ ba
represents the dephasing constant ( with relation to the
lifetime τ ba = 1 /γ ba ) between two electronic states，
and 珗μ ba is the electronic transition dipole moment． The
most important quantities Ω0 and η j stand for the first-
order anharmonic correction to Franck-Condon factors
and given by
Ω0 = － 2Σ
j








( 3. 16 )
where ω j is harmonic vibrational normal-mode
frequency， and the Huang-Rhys factor Sj ， the
displacement dj ，the second coefficient aj2 ，and the






j ( 3. 17 )
and
dj = Q' j － Qj = Σ
n

















Kj3 ( 3. 20 )









( 3. 21 )
The q'n and qn in eq． ( 3. 18 ) are the mass-
weighted Cartesian coordinates at the equilibrium
geometries of the electronic excited and ground states，
respectively． If the dimensionless first-order
anharmonic parameter η j is equal to zero， the
absorption coefficient in eq． ( 3. 13 ) and fluorescence
coefficient in eq． ( 3. 14 ) are exactly same as
displaced harmonic oscillator approximation． An
anharmonic parameter η j in eq． ( 3. 16 ) is determined
by eq． ( 3. 21 ) where the diagonal element Kj3 of cubic
force constant with respect to normal mode coordinate
can be estimated from quantum chemistry program
package．
The breaking down of mirror image between
absorption and fluorescence spectra is immediate
consequence from the first-order anharmonic correction
to Franck-Condon factors， in which the effective
Huang-Rhys factor S'j = ( 1 ± 3η j ) Sj ( + for absorption
in eq． ( 3. 13 ) and － for fluorescence emission in eq．
( 3. 14 ) ) is no longer the same． The profiles of
absorption and fluorescence spectra now can be very
different in shape as well as in intensity． Another
anharmonic effect from the first-order contribution is
that the harmonic 0→0 excitation energy is shifted by
Ω0 that is interpreted as a dynamic correction to the
main peak of 0→0 transition in spectra．
Although in this part，only the anharmonic effect
on absorption and emission spectra has been discussed，
it can， however， be applied to study radiationless
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transition，electron transfer，energy transfer etc．
3. 2. 2 Anharmonic Franck-Condon simulation for the
excited state S1 (
1B1 ) of pyridine
Zhu et al simulated the absorption spectrum and
the fluorescence emission spectrum for S1 (
1B1 ) state
based on both displaced harmonic and displaced
anharmonic oscillator approximations at the temperature
taken as 298K at which the experimental spectra were
obtained［43］． The present anharmonic correction is up
to the first-order perturbation to HOA． The main
progressions of vibrational bands for the S1 absorption
and fluorescence spectra come from v6a mode
accompanied by sub-contributions from modes v1 and
v12 modes． The Huang-Rhys factors for the modes v6a，
v1 ，and v12 are 1. 41，0. 5 and 0. 54， respectively．
They produce the main contribution for both absorption
spectrum shown in Fig． 4 and fluorescence spectrum
shown in Fig． 5 within the observed spectrum band
region．
Fig． 4 S1 (
1B1 ) ← S0 (
1A1 ) absorption spectrum of
pyridine． ( a ) Experimental data from ref ［44］． Spectrum
simulated from the present anharmonic correction with ( b )
槡3η i and ( c) η i for all ten totallic symmetric modes． ( d )
Spectrum simulated from the present HOA
The overall progressions of spectra are reproduced
by HOA as shown in Fig． 4d and Fig． 5d． We utilize
the best static excitation energy ω ab = 4. 41 eV
from the ab initio calculation so that the peak position
of the 0-0 excitation from HOA still shows a big
discrepancy with experiment observation． When we
add anharmonic correction estimated from B3LYP
method，we obtain anharmonic parameters η i that lead
to spectrum shift Ω0 = － 523 cm
－1 ( the minus
corresponds to red shift of spectrum ) ． If we introduce
scaling scheme that is widely used in harmonic
frequency calculation，we change η i 槡into 3η i ，and
this leads to spectrum shift Ω0 = － 槡3 × 523 cm
－1 ．
This results in the correct peak position for 0-0
transition as well as the other peaks for both absorption
and fluorescence spectra．
Fig． 5 S1 (
1B1 ) → S0 (
1A1 ) fluorescence spectrum of
pyridine． ( a ) Experimental data from ref ［45］． Spectrum
simulated from the present anharmonic correction with ( b )
槡3η iand ( c ) η i for all ten totally symmetric modes． ( d )
Spectrum simulated from the present HOA
We conclude that Ω0 = － 0. 11 eV is dynamic
correction to static adiabatic excitation energy ω ab
= 4. 41 eV． At the same time， the anharmonic
quantity η6a = 0. 08 makes effective the Huang-Rhys
factor S'6a = S6a ( 1 + 3η6a ) = 1. 75 for absorption and
S'6a = S6a ( 1 － 3η6a ) = 1. 1 for fluorescence，and this
leads to v6a transition profiles and relative intensity
changes as well． The first-order anharmonic correction
makes both spectra shift and profile change
simultaneously in the right direction in comparison with
experimental absorption and fluorescence spectra for S1
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state． All detailed analysis is given in ref［43］．
3. 2. 3 Anharmonic Franck-Condon simulation for the
excited state S1 (
1B1 ) of pyrimidine
Yang et al［46］ utilize the normal-mode frequencies
calculated from MP2 method to simulate both
absorption and fluorescence spectra for the excited state
S1 (
1B1 ) within both displaced harmonic and
anharmonic oscillator approximations． Temperature is
taken as 298 K in the simulation at which the
experimental spectra were measured． Fig． 6 and Fig． 7
show that the main progressions of vibronic bands for
the absorption and fluorescence spectra that are well
described by mode v6a accompanied with modes v1 and
v12 ． In fact，this can be easily understood from that the
Huang-Rhys factors for the modes v6a，v1 ，and v12 are
1. 566，0. 299，and 0. 454，respectively． The overall
agreement between experimental and the presently
simulated spectra is generally good． However， the
highest peak is assigned as the 0-0 vibronic transition
for the absorption and the 6a10 transition for fluorescence
spectra from experiment，while the 6a10 is the strongest
transition for both the absorption and fluorescence
spectra from the present calculation． When the
anharmonic quantity η6a = － 0. 004 is included，the
Huang-Rhys factor for absorption becomes S'6a = S6a ( 1
+ 3η6a ) = 1. 547 and for fluorescence，S'6a = S6a ( 1
－ 3η6a ) = 1. 585，and the v6a transition profiles and
relative intensity change in the right direction as
illustrated in Fig． 6b and Fig． 7b． Fig． 6c and Fig． 7c
show that the peak position of the 0-0 excitation from
HOA has a big discrepancy with experimental
observation although the best static excitation energy
|ω ab | = 3. 75 eV is chosen for simulation． When
anharmonic corrections are included in the simulation，
Fig． 6b and Fig． 7b show that the peak position of the
0-0 excitation has blue shift Ω0 = 827 cm
－ 1 with
respect to HOA and this leads to a very good agreement
with experimental observation．
We conclude that the first-order anharmonic
correction makes both spectral position shift and profile
change simultaneously in the right direction in
comparison with experimental absorption and
fluorescence spectra for S1 state． Finally，we have
included the distorted effect for the non-total symmetric
Fig． 6 S1 (
1B1 ) ← S0 (
1A1 ) absorption spectrum of
pyrimidine． ( a ) Experimental data from ref ［47］． ( b )
Simulated results with the present anharmonic correction．
( c) Simulated results with the present HOA
Fig． 7 S1 (
1B1 ) → S0 (
1A1 ) fluorescence spectrum of
pyrimidine． ( a ) Experimental data from ref ［48］． ( b )
Simulated results with the present anharmonic correction．
( c) Simulated results with the present HOA
mode 16a2 as is shown in Fig． 6 and Fig． 7 for a very
weak band for both the absorption and the fluorescence
spectra． All detailed analysis is given in ref［46］．
3. 2. 4 Franck-Condon simulation of the spectrum and
radiative and non-radiative rates of fluorobenzene
The simulation of the dispersed fluorescence
( DF ) spectrum of the A1B2 → X
1A1 transition for
fluorobenzene，and its IC rate and lifetime for this
transition will be presented．
3. 2. 4. 1 A 1B2 → X
1A1 dispersed fluorescence
spectrum
The dispersed fluorescence ( DF) spectrum of the
A1B2→X
1A1 transition was measured and the detailed
analyses were reported in the recent experiment
studies［49］，where the DF spectral profile is primarily
described by the Franck-Condon progression in terms of
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the totally symmetric normal modes ( a1 -type) ． Among
these modes， v9 and v10 are the main progression
forming modes in the 1B2→
1A1 fluorescence spectrum．
The present calculations confirmed that modes v10 and
v9 have the largest Huang-Rhys factors ( S = 0. 420
and 0. 408 for instance from B3LYP calculation ) and
are assigned as the closest analogy to the ring-breathing
modes in benzene． The modes v2 ，v3 ，v4 and v5 ，which
are related to the CH stretching and bending
vibrations，have little contribution to Franck-Condon
factor as their Huang-Rhys factors are negligibly small．
Furthermore， there exist very weak bands in DF
spectrum，most of which are related to the non-totally
symmetric normal modes， e． g． v19 and v16 ( b1
symmetry ) ， that can be interpreted in terms of
Duschinsky mixing． In the present spectra simulation，
the band origin ( 0-0 transition ) is set up to be zero
( cm － 1 ) in the DF spectrum as it was adopted in
experimental study［48］． The DF spectrum simulated
from B3LYP， B3LYP-35， BHandHLYP， and CIS
methods all show that the 0-0 transition is the strongest
transition in the allowed 1B2→
1A1 electronic transition
as shown in Fig． 8 and Fig． 9，and this agrees with
experimental observation． All simulated DF spectra in
Fig． 8 and Fig． 9 were performed in the framework of
displaced harmonic and anharmonic oscillator
approximation， respectively， in which the most
prominent peaks have been assigned based on the
present calculations in comparison with experimental
data． It can be seen that all methods including CIS
reproduce qualitatively the essential character of the
observed spectrum．
The mode v9 displays very strong intensity in the
spectral profile as shown in B3LYP calculation in
which the intensity of the vibronic line assigned as 901
fundamental is slightly underestimated; the intensity of
901 transition in experiment is about 70% of that of the
0-0 line，but that in the present calculation is about
50% ． Harmonic Franck-Condon simulations in Fig． 8
all indicate that the strongest and second strongest
vibronic transitions are the 1001 and 9
0
1 ( after the 0-0
transition) which seems to be reversed in comparison
with the experimental result． When anharmonic
corrections are added，simulations in Fig． 9 from all
Fig． 8 The DF spectra of fluorobenzene from S1 to S0
transition calculated by harmonic FC simulation ( the relative
energy of the 0-0 transition is set up to be zero ) ． ( a )
Experimental result from ref ［49］，( b ) ( TD ) B3LYP，
( c) ( TD) B3LYP-35，( d ) ( TD ) BHandHLYP and ( e)
HF /CIS calculations［49］
Fig． 9 The same as Fig． 8 but including anharmonic
corrections
methods except B3LYP-35 show that the 901 band is
stronger than 1001 band in good agreement with
experimental observation． Moreover，harmonic Franck-
Condon simulations in Fig． 8 all indicate that there is a
strong peak in high energy region of DF spectra and
this corresponds to the 101 transition． When anharmonic
corrections are added，simulations in Fig． 9 from all
methods show that 101 transition is diminished． This is
because that the Huang-Rhys factor 0. 22 for mode v1 is
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significantly reduced with anharmonic correction．
Within the harmonic approximation vibrational
displacement vector for mode v1 ( CH stretching ) is
very large and even if CH bond lengths change very
little from S0 to S1 state，Huang-Rhys factor is still as
big as 0. 22. However，anharmonic correction is also
large and it effectively cancels out the 101 transition． We
can conclude that the amount of HF exchange ( 20% in
B3LYP，35% in B3LYP-35，50% in BHandHLYP，
and 100% in HF ) does impact the geometries and
vibrational frequencies of FB molecule，but not the
relative intensities of the transitions． It is anharmonic
corrections that influence the relative intensities of the
transitions． The experimental spectra in Fig． 8a and
Fig． 9a show that the 1001 transition strongly overlaps
with 1402 transition with a just split of 15 cm
－ 1 ．
According to the calculations based on the non-totally
symmetric vibrational transitions，it is found that the
1402 should be about one-third of the 10
0
1 in transition
intensity． It should be also noticed that in the present
simulation，the 1002 transition and the combination band
100114
0
2 are nearly degenerate vibronic level pairs; the
vibrational origins of 1002 ( 2v10 = 1 637 cm
－ 1 ) and
100114
0
2 ( v10 + 2v14 = 1 613 cm
－ 1 ) are separated by 24
cm － 1 from B3LYP calculation． This suggests that there
should be strong coupling between these two vibronic
transitions ( v1 and v14 ) ． On the other hand， from
B3LYP calculation as shown in Fig． 8b and Fig． 9b we
could assign the 1002 ( 1 637 cm
－ 1 ，that is，2v10 ) ，10
0
3
( 2 456 cm － 1 ) ， 902 ( 2 036 cm
－ 1 ) and 903
( 3 054 cm － 1 ) vibronic transitions as four
fundamentals located at 1 613， 2 434， 2 016 and
3 014 cm － 1 in experiment，respectively． The detailed
assignments based on the present analysis are shown in
very good agreement with the experimental data． In the
low energy region of DF spectrum，the experimental
observation and the present B3LYP simulation agree
well for the significant intensity assigned from the
normal mode v11 ，and this corresponds to the Huang-
Rhys factor S = 0. 154 ( from B3LYP) ． Intensity of 601
band in the harmonic Franck-Condon simulation is
lower than the corresponding experimental intensity，
but it is improved with anharmonic correction as shown
in Fig． 9. This fundamental v6 corresponds to the CF
bond stretching in the present analysis． Fig． 8a and
Fig． 9b demonstrate how good agreement is for DF
spectrum between the experimental result and the
present B3LYP simulation in terms of the ordering and
positioning of these combination peaks as well as its
intensity strengths，especially for extremely weak peak
of the combination band of 9026
0
1 in the high frequency
region which is also reproduced correctly．
3. 2. 4. 2 Internal conversion rate and the lifetime of
S1 state
Since we are interested in the IC rate constant
from the single vibronic level iv produced by the
pumping laser， in the Condon and the displaced
harmonic oscillator approximations under the collision-
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In the present work，we only consider vk = 0 ，and
thus gvk ( t) = 1 ． R l ( fi) in eq． ( 3. 22 ) denotes the
vibronic coupling for single prompting mode l between
the initial and final electronic states and is given by
Rl ( fi) = － 
2 ω l
2槡〈Φ f  /Ql Φ i〉( 3. 24 )
where vibronic couplings〈Φ f  /Ql Φ i〉( between
S0 and S1 states ) is defined vertically at equilibrium
geometry of S1 state． At the equilibrium geometry of the
S1 state calculated by two methods: ( TD ) B3LYP and
HF /CIS，we employed CASSCF method for calculating
nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements． We should
mention that the equilibrium geometry optimized by
( TD ) B3LYP and HF /CIS methods may or may not
correspond to true equilibrium optimized by CASSCF
method，but on the other hand，vibronic couplings vary
very slowly against the change of geometry． We first
computed vibronic couplings in Cartesian coordinate
spaces and then transformed them into normal mode
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coordinates． However，we have to lower the group
symmetry to C1 in order to perform vibronic couplings
by Molpro［51］． We obtained 30 vibronic couplings
among which there are only three modes at the same
order of magnitude and the rest of them are negligibly
small． These three modes do not have clear
correspondence to modes obtained with C2v group
symmetry． Therefore， we can only label them
according to order of frequency magnitude in C1
symmetry，and they are 7th，8th and 15th vibrational
normal modes computed by CASSCF． Then， three
vibronic couplings are converted to the electronic part
of the IC rate Rl ( fi)
2 /2 by eq． ( 3. 24 ) and the
results are given in Table 5.
Table 5 The coupling matrix elements and electronic part of the IC rate of three dominant promoting modes． The Mulliken notation is
used to denote the vibrational mode
mode sym．
TD( B3LYP) HF /CIS
〈Φ f |  /Ql | Φ i〉( a． u． ) | R l ( fi) |
2 /2 ( × 1015 cm － 1 / s) 〈Φ f |  /Ql | Φ i〉( a． u． ) | R l ( fi) |
2 /2 ( × 1015 cm － 1 / s)
7th a 0. 1482 1. 1996 0. 1460 0. 9352
8th a 0. 1324 3. 4187 0. 1284 2. 6908
15th a 0. 1054 2. 8348 0. 1035 2. 3069
Two methods produce almost the same coupling
matrix elements and its electronic parts of the IC rate
( see the coupling elements of the 7th normal mode
about 0. 1482 and 0. 1460 au． ， respectively from
( TD ) B3LYP and HF /CIS methods given in Table
5 ) ． This is because the optimized geometries of the
excited state S1 performed by the two methods show
only small discrepancies，besides the fact that vibronic
couplings vary slowly against change of geometry．
Now we turn to compute the second part of IC rate
of the transition1B2→
1A1 ，and that is the integral part
in eq． ( 3. 22 ) ． The dephasing width γ if in eq．
( 3. 22 ) is chosen as four values: 5 cm － 1 ，10 cm － 1 ，
15 cm － 1 and 20 cm － 1 ，so that calculated IC rate kiv→ f
( or lifetime τ l = 1 / k iv→ f ( l) ) for single promoting
mode l is a function of dephasing widths． Then，we










( 3. 25 )
where summation is over three promoting modes ( 7th，
8th and 15th in the C1 group symmetry ) ． All results
are given in Table 6.
Table 6 The evaluated IC rate ( kiv ) and lifetime ( τ l ) for each of three promoting modes as well as the total lifetime ( τT ) for the
1B2→
1A1 transition against different dephasing widths
γ( cm －1 ) mode
TD( B3LYP) HF /CISa exp． a
kiv ( 10
7 s － 1 ) τ l ( ns) τT ( ns) kiv ( 10
7 s － 1 ) τ l ( ns) τT ( ns) τT ( ns)
5 7th 0． 65 154 21 0． 50 200 44 14． 75 ± 0． 34
8th 2． 33 43 0． 85 118
15th 1． 69 59 0． 94 106
10 7th 1． 48 68 11 0． 84 119 19
8th 4． 23 24 2． 42 41
15th 3． 54 28 2． 10 48
15 7th 2． 21 45 7． 3 1． 26 79 12
8th 6． 34 16 3． 64 27
15th 5． 31 19 3． 15 32
20 7th 2． 95 34 5． 4 1． 68 60 9． 3
8th 8． 45 12 4． 85 21
15th 7． 08 14 4． 20 24
a ref［49］
Table 6 shows that calculated IC rate constants
( the lifetimes) increase ( decrease ) with the increase
of the dephasing width for each of the three promoting
modes． For example， the TD ( B3LYP ) calculation
indicates that the IC rate constant of mode 8th
increases from 2. 33 × 107 s － 1 to 4. 23 × 107 s － 1 when
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dephasing width increases from 5 cm － 1 to 10 cm － 1 ． It
should be emphasized that the electronic part of IC rate
Rl ( fi)
2 /2 is independent of dephasing width，and
thus it is nuclear part of IC rate that is depending on
dephasing width． How to determine dephasing width
seems becoming a problem． If we use the consistent
choice of dephasing width for both calculations of DF
spectrum and IC rate，we should choose the dephasing
width as 10 cm － 1 that was used for the DF spectrum
simulation． At γ if = 10 cm
－1 the calculated total
lifetime of the decay 1B2→
1A1 are 11 ns and 19 ns，
respectively from TD ( B3LYP ) and HF /CIS
calculations in comparison with the experimental value
14. 75 ± 0. 34 ns ［52］ ( the lifetime of 0-0 deexciting
transition is considered so that gvk ( t) = 1 in eq．
( 3. 22 ) ) ． The present calculations show a very good
agreement with experiment for the IC rate constant ( or
decay lifetime ) ． Taking both the approximations
introduced in the present calculations and the
experimental uncertainties into consideration， we
conclude that the difference between the calculated and
the experimental lifetime ( or the IC rates ) is quite
reasonable． We added anharmonic corrections to the
second part of IC rate，and the results are the same as
harmonic approximation． All detailed analysis is given
in ref［53］．
3. 3 Internal conversion with conical intersection
CIs play a crucial role in the photophysics and
photochemistry of most polyatomic molecules． The
effects of CI on IC have been much discussed and
numerous CI PESs have been obtained［54，55］． In this
section we will introduce the theoretical treatment of IC
process with CI using the case of pyrazine ( see
Fig． 10 ) ．
Recently，the pump-probe experiment for studying
the ultrafast dynamics S2 ( ππ
* ) → S1 ( nπ
* ) of
pyrazine has been carried out by Suzuki et al［57］．
Employing the 22 fs duration lasers，they obtained the
lifetime for pyrazine as τ ( S2 ) = 22 ± 2 fs． This result
is in agreement with previous theoretical dynamic
simulation［58］ and calculation in diabatic
representation［19］． In this paper we propose new
treatment of IC with CI， especially including Q-
dependent non-adiabatic coupling． This model can be
Fig． 10 A cut through the PESs of pyrazine along the
normal coordinate Q6a from ref ［56］． The vertical energy
differences and shifts are drawn on scale． The shaded areas
symbolize the ionization continua． The arrows on the right
hand side indicate a possible two photon transition
commonly used to describe the CI of any two electronic
states of an organic molecule． Near the bottom of the
two PESs，the two electronic states in the“diabatic”
approximation are described by Φ d1 ( nπ
* ) and Φ d2
( ππ * ) ． The adiabatic approximation Φ ad1 and Φ
ad
2 will
be employed to describe the electronic states around
the CI region． Thus
Φ d1 = cosθ Φ
ad
1 + sinθ Φ
ad
2 ( 3. 26 )
and
Φ d2 = － sinθ Φ
ad
1 + cosθ Φ
ad
2 ( 3. 27 )










( 3. 28 )
and
U2 =










( 3. 30 )
Here，the Hij ( i，j = 1，2 ) are the Hamiltonian matrix
elements in the diabatic representation． To analyze the
non-adiabatic dynamic data of pyrazine reported by
Suzuki et al［57］ and to use the PESs of Domcke et
al［56］，we use the dimensionless normal coordinate






i q i ( 3. 31 )
where ω j is the angular frequency of the jth mode． Lij
represents the element of eigenvector matrix of Hessian
matrix． qi is the cartesian coordinate，and Mi is the
corresponding nuclear mass， respectively． We then
apply the linear coupling approximation［55］
H11 － H22 = 珔κ( Q t － 珚Q t ) ， H12 = 珔λQ c
( 3. 32 )
where Q t and Q c denote the totally symmetric mode
( that is，an accepting mode，or tuning mode ) ，and
the vibronic coupling mode ( that is， the promoting
mode) ，respectively． The point ( Q t，Q c ) = ( 珚Q t，0 ) is
just the crossing point of the ππ * and nπ * PESs ( i．
e． U1 = U2 ) ． Notice that
( H11 － H22 )
2 + 4H212
=珔κ2 ( Q t － 珚Q t )
2 + 4珔λ2Q2c ( 3. 33 )
At the points other than ( Q t，Q c ) = ( 珚Q t，0 ) ，U1 and
U2 represent conical surfaces．
The IC rate for the electronic transition a→ b
based on the breakdown of the BOA








bu ( 3. 34 )
can be expressed as
Wav =
2π
 Σu D( Ebu － Eav ) ×
〈Θ adbu － Σ
i







( 3. 35 )
where D( Ebu － Eav ) denotes the line-shape function． In
this case，it could be Lorentzian function





( Ebu － Eav )
2 + Γ2bu，av
( 3. 36 )
where Γ bu，av is the broadening parameter． According to
eq． ( 2. 6 ) ， for the pyrazine case， the molecule is
optically pumped from the ground electronic state to the
state in the diabatic approximation， in this case we
have
〈Φ d2 Q c Φ
d
1〉 =




( 3. 37 )
and to avoid the divergence of eq． ( 3. 37 ) we change
the basic set from ( Φ d2 ， Φ
d
1 ) ， the “diabatic”
approximation， to ( Φ ad2 ， Φ
ad
1 ) ， the adiabatic
approximation． Substituting eqs． ( 3. 26 ) and ( 3. 27 )
into ( 3. 37 ) yields
〈Φ d2 Q c Φ
d
1〉 = θQ c +




( 3. 38 )







珔λ( H11 － H22 )
( H11 － H22 )
2 + 4H212
( 3. 39 )
For practical calculations，we use the following relation
〈Φ ad2 VQ c Φ
ad
1 〉 = cos2θ〈Φ d2 VQ c Φ
d
1〉
( 3. 40 )
Using the calculated ππ * and nπ * surfaces obtained
by Domcke et al，we obtain
〈Φ d2 Q c Φ
d
1〉 = 2珔λ珔κ( Q t － 珚Q t )珔κ2 ( Q t － 珚Q t ) 2 + 4珔λ2Q2c ( 3. 41 )
The surface properties of the electronic states
obtained by Domcke et al are shown in Table 7 and
Table 8. The gradients of the excitation energies of the




( 3. 42 )
and
珔κ = Δκ = κ2 － κ1 ( 3. 43 )
and we assume that
珔λ = λ = Uj
Q c 0
( 3. 44 )






( 3. 45 )
Table 7 Harmonic vibrational frequencies ( in cm － 1 ) of Ag and
B1g normal modes of pyrazine in the electronic ground state from
ref［55］． Comparison of MP2 results ( DZP basis set ) with
experiment
v1 v2 v6a v8a v9a v10a
MP2a 1 027 3 280 597 1 633 1 264 914
expt． b 1 015 3 055 596 1 582 1 230 919
a ref［54］
b ref［59］
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Table 8 Gradients of the excitation energies of the S1 and S2 states of pyrazine with respect to the totally symmetric normal coordinates
defined at the reference geometry in MRCI method，from ref［55］． S is Huang-Rhys factor
Q1 Q2 Q6a Q8a Q9a
κ ( 1 ) ( eV) － 0. 0470 0. 0368 － 0. 0964 － 0. 0623 0. 1594
κ ( 2 ) ( eV) － 0. 2012 0. 0211 0. 1193 0. 0348 0. 0484
Δκ ( eV) － 0. 1542 － 0. 0157 0. 2157 0. 0971 0. 2078
S 0. 7333 0. 0008 4. 2461 0. 1150 0. 2508
The vibronic coupling constant λ10a is set to
1 472 cm － 1 in MRCI method． We then obtain the Q-
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= A －1t ( 3. 47 )
In the Condon approximation，the Q-independent












〈χ bu j χa0 j〉
2 δ( Ea0 － Ebu ) ( 3. 48 )
We can define Iu t and I
CI
u t
to compare the difference
between the Franck-Condon factor without and with
conical intersection．
Iu t ≡ 〈χ bu t χa0 t〉
2 ( 3. 49 )
ICIu t ≡
EVert
λ 〈χ bu t χ b1 c
( Q t － 珚Q t )
A t ( Q t － 珚Q t )
2 + A cQ
2
c
χa0 t χa1 c〉
2
( 3. 50 )
It should be noted that the IC lifetime should
depend on the line-shape function ( see ( 3. 35 ) ) ． The
non-radiative lifetime versus broadening parameter Γ
( see eq． ( 3. 35 ) and ( 3. 36 ) ) have been plotted in
Fig． 11. The vertical excited energy changes from 0. 50
eV to 1. 00 eV． In Fig． 11，it shows that when the
vertical excited energies are 0. 50 eV or 0. 70 eV，and
when the broadening parameter Γ tends to 0， the
lifetime tends to about 50 fs． From Fig． 11 we can see
that the non-adiabatic transition rates depend on Γ and
the energy gap．
The purpose of this subsection is to show the
treatment of IC with CI． Suzuki et al have employed
Fig． 11 Lifetime of S2 state of pyrazine versus broadening
parameter Γ，with different vertical excitation energy from
0. 50 eV to 1. 00 eV
the 22 fs laser pulse for pumping in their studies of the
ππ * → nπ * dynamics of pyrazine［57］． Suzuki et al
used Domcke’s model and considered only one nπ *
PES． However recently we have shown that in pyrazine
there are two nπ * states lower than ππ * state［60］． The
second nπ * state may play an important role in the
internal conversion process of ππ * → nπ * transition，
and affect the lifetime of ππ * state．
3. 4 Vibrational relaxation
3. 4. 1 Adiabatic approximation
The vibrational relaxation ( VR) has been studied
for several decades because of its important role in
photophysics and photochemistry， especially for the
intramolecular vibrational relaxation ( IVR ) ，which is
the first energy dissipation step of large polyatomic
molecules［61—63］． In this section we will show how to
study the VR in adiabatic approximation． We will first
describe the problem associated with the HOA of














i ， E = T + U
( 3. 51 )
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i ( Q̈ i + ω
2
i Qi ) = 0 ( 3. 52 )
This indicates that the energy conservation holds for
each individual mode． That is， in the harmonic
approximation energy exchange between different
normal modes is impossible． Taking the anharmonic
coupling into account， the anharmonic potential














QiQjQ( )k 0QiQjQk + … ( 3. 53 )
Cross terms can lead to energy flow from one mode to
another．
Recently developments in quantum chemical
calculations have made it possible to perform the
calculations of the anharmonic PES expressed in the
form of eq． ( 3. 53 ) for polyatomic molecule［64］． The
anharmonic potential can modify the energy level
spacing，produce a maximum quantum number for a
vibrational mode and introduce mode-mode coupling．
These make the IR spectra exhibit not only fundamental
transition bands，but also overtone and combination
bands，side bands and often new bands．
In next step we will consider the solution of the
Schrdinger equation of vibrational motion with the
anharmonic surfaces
H^ Ψ = EΨ ( 3. 54 )
where
H^ = T^ Q + T
^
q + V( q，Q) ( 3. 55 )
and






( 3. 56 )






( 3. 57 )
V( Q，q) = VH ( Q) + VL ( q) + V int ( Q，q) ( 3. 58 )
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珔Vijk q i q j qk +
Σ
ijkl
珔Vijkl q i q j qk ql + … ( 3. 60 )
V int ( Q，q) = Σ
IJi
珔VIJiQIQJ qi + Σ
Iij
珔VIijQI qi q j +
Σ
Iijk
珔VIijkQI qi q j qk + Σ
IJij
珔VIJijQIQJ qi q j +
Σ
IJKi
珔VIJKiQIQJQK qi + … ( 3. 61 )
Here，the normal modes have been divided into two
systems: fast system VH ( high frequency modes ) and
slow system VL ( low frequency modes ) ． The fast
system evolves adiabatically respected to the slow
system without the interaction V int ． The energy of fast
system will relax to the slow system due to the
existence of interaction V int ， just as the energy
relaxation from electrons to the nuclei in the IC
process． Then the formalism of IC process can be used
in the VR process．
珔V in ( 3. 59 ) —( 3. 61 ) are the anharmonic








VIJi ( 3. 63 )
In the BOA，the IC a→b can be expressed as
Wi =
2π
 Σu Σv PavD( Eav － Ebu ) ×




( 3. 64 )
W = Σ
i
W i ( 3. 65 )
〈Φ b Qi Φ a〉 =
〈Φ b VQi Φ a〉
Ua ( Q) － Ub ( Q)
( 3. 66 )
For vibrational relaxation in the adiabatic
approximation， the above equation can be used by
changing ( a，b) into the vibrational quantum numbers
of high frequency modes and by changing ( u，v) into






珔VIlkQI ql + … = Σ
l
VIlkQI ql + …
( 3. 67 )
We consider the relaxation of QI -mode． Notice
that { ql } consists of the promoting modes and the
accepting modes． The displacement of low frequency
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mode qj comes from the anharmonic coupling term珔VIIj in
first-order perturbation theory，








I q j NI〉
≡ 12 ω
2
j［qj + dj ( NI) ］
2 + … ( 3. 68 )
where
dnj ( NI ) =
3珔VIIj NI +( )12 
ω2j ω I
( 3. 69 )
represents the displacement of mode j for the specific
vibrational state NI〉of high frequency mode． Then
we define the displacement between 1 I〉and 0 I〉as
ΔdIj ≡ dIj ( 1 ) － dIj ( 0 ) =
3珔VIIj
ω2j ω I
( 3. 70 )




Δd2Ij ( 3. 71 )
Similar to IC， the vibrational relaxation rate








{exp it( ωI － ωl － ωk ) － Σ
j( ≠l，k)
SIj ( 1 － e
－itω j }) ( 3. 72)
and the total decay rate is given by
W0I = Σ
l≤k











ω Iω lω槡 k ( 3. 75 )
3. 4. 2 Vibrational relaxation of water dimer
As an example to apply the adiabatic
approximation theory of VR， the hydrogen-bonded
water dimer ( H2O) 2 will be studied in this work． The
structure of ( H2O ) 2 was optimized using Gaussian 09
program［65］ with DFT method and CAM-B3LYP / 6-
311 + + g ( d，p ) long range corrected version of
B3LYP functional［66］． The point group of water dimer
is CS ． There are 8 symmetric modes and 4
antisymmetric modes． The frequencies have been listed
in Table 9.
Table 9 The symmetries and frequencies of normal modes of water dimer
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11 v12
symmetry a″ a' a″ a' a' a″ a' a' a' a' a' a″
freq． ( cm － 1 ) 138 165 175 206 374 692 1 606 1 623 3 739 3 853 3 932 3 951
Employing eq． ( 3. 71 ) ，Huang-Rhys factors SIj
can be calculated and listed in Table 10. The Huang-
Rhys factor is related with mode displacement in eq．
( 3. 69 ) ， which is determined by the anharmonic
expansion coefficient VIIj ． I and j are the indexes of
high frequency mode and low frequency mode
respectively． According to group theory， VIIj with
antisymmetric low frequency mode j is vanished． This
means that only symmetric low frequency mode can
contribute to the Huang-Rhys factor，which can be
obviously observed in Table 10.
Overall vibrational relaxation rates for modes 7—
12 are calculated according to eq． ( 3. 73 ) and listed
in Table 11. From these tables，we can see that the
fastest vibrational relaxation rate is 1. 93 × 1010 s － 1 for
the mode 9. This is consistent with the experimental
data of Miller et al［67］ estimating from the spectral
band-width．
Table 10 Huang-Rhys factors of water dimer in adiabatic approximation
S7 j ( × 10
－ 3 ) S8 j ( × 10
－ 3 ) S9 j ( × 10
－ 3 ) S10 j ( × 10
－ 3 ) S11 j ( × 10
－ 3 ) S12 j ( × 10
－ 3 )
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0. 0085 1. 7311 10. 2435 0. 4038 0. 3522 1. 0797
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0. 1028 0. 3378 0. 3926 0. 0375 0. 0079 0. 1278
5 0. 6162 1. 9333 0. 3049 0. 2603 0. 6763 0. 5117
6 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0. 1604 0. 0590 0. 7028 1. 6853
8 0. 0191 0. 0169 1. 1456 0. 8310
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Table 11 The overall vibrational relaxation rate
mode freq． ( cm － 1 ) rate ( s － 1 ) lifetime ( ps)
7 1 606 2. 24 × 109 446
8 1 623 4. 53 × 107 22 079
9 3 739 1. 93 × 1010 52
10 3 853 4. 15 × 109 241
11 3 932 2. 80 × 109 357
12 3 951 7. 94 × 108 1 259
Regarding the VR in liquid water，in view of the
fact that the “ice water” is believed to play a very
important role in liquid water and contains important
well-defined water clusters of size four and five，the
vibrational relaxation of these water clusters will be
studied in the future．
3. 4. 3 Intramolecular vibrational relaxation of aniline
The IVR of the NH2 symmetric and asymmetric
stretching vibrations of jet-cooled aniline has been
investigated by picosecond time-resolved IR-UV pump-
probe spectroscopy［68，69］． The frequency of asymmetric
stretching vibration mode ( va ) 3 509 cm
－ 1 is a little
higher than that of symmetric stretching vibration mode
( vs ) 3 423 cm
－ 1［70］． In the picosecond pump-probe
experiment，the IVR of the NH2 stretching modes are
described by two-step tier model． The symmetric or
asymmetric stretching mode is initially excited to the
vibrational excited state． In the first step，the energy
flows into the doorway states［71，72］，and secondly the
energy is further redistributed to dense base states． By
fitting the transient ( 1 + 1 ) REMPI spectra of aniline，
the IVR rates of NH2 symmetry and asymmetric
stretching vibrations are summarized as follows［69］．
( 1 ) vs ( 3 423 cm
－ 1 ) ，
k1 = 5. 6 × 10
10 s －1 ，k2 = ( 0. 1—5 ) × 10
10 s －1
( 2 ) va ( 3 509 cm
－ 1 ) ，
k1 = 2. 9 × 10
10 s －1 ，k2 = ( 0. 1—2 ) × 10
10 s －1
In this subsection，we calculate the IVR rates of
NH2 symmetry and asymmetry stretching vibrations of
aniline，and compare the results with k1 .
The structure of aniline was optimized using
Gaussian 09 program［65］ with DFT method and B3LYP
/ 6-311 + + g( d，p) ．
Table 12 and Table 13 list the vibrational
relaxation paths for symmetry and asymmetry stretching
vibration modes，which IVR rates are larger than 1 ×
109 s － 1 ． The theoretical results of IVR rates，vs =
10. 11 × 1010 s － 1 and va = 1. 59 × 10
10 s － 1 ，are as the
same orders of magnitude as the experimental values．
It also shows that the IVR rate of symmetry mode is
larger than that of asymmetry mode． Due to selection
rule，the NH2 scissoring and C—C stretching symmetry
modes 28 and 29 can accept relaxation energy from
symmetry mode 35 at the same time． This makes that
the accepting energy for symmetry mode 35 be smaller
than that for asymmetry mode 36，then enhance the
IVR rate according to energy gap law．
Table 12 Vibrational relaxation paths for symmetry stretching
mode of NH2 ( mode 35 )
I l k Rnlk accpt． energy ( cm － 1 ) rate ( s － 1 )
35 29 29 0. 010 242 8. 24 × 1010
35 29 28 0. 005 261 1. 58 × 1010
35 28 28 0. 002 281 0. 24 × 1010
total 10. 11 × 1010
Table 13 Vibrational relaxation paths for asymmetry stretching
mode of NH2 ( mode 36 )
I l k Rnlk accpt． energy
( cm － 1 )
rate ( s － 1 )
36 29 18 0. 012 939 0. 26 × 1010
36 29 19 － 0. 009 869 0. 24 × 1010
36 29 27 － 0. 002 377 0. 18 × 1010
36 29 25 0. 003 504 0. 18 × 1010
36 29 24 0. 004 636 0. 14 × 1010
36 28 18 0. 006 958 0. 13 × 1010
36 28 19 － 0. 005 888 0. 12 × 1010
total 1. 59 × 1010
It should be noted that our attempt to calculate
VR rate for clusters and complex systems should be
regarded as a preliminary attempt because the
anharmonic PESs themselves are approximate and their
performance should be carefully examined by
calculating IR spectra and compared with the
experiments．
4 Conclusions
In this paper， we have introduced recent
developments of radiationless transitions，anharmonic
effects on photophysical processes，internal conversion
and vibrational relaxation processes． For the molecule
formaldehyde， the PES of second electronic excited
state appears double well shape． Due to the selection
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rule，the absorption from S0 (
1A1 ) → S1 (
1A2 ) ，and
emission from S1 (
1A2 ) → S0 (
1A1 ) are symmetry
forbidden． The spectra intensity can be regarded as
borrowing through vibronic coupling with other
electronic states． The Q-dependent electronic
wavefunction can be obtained perturbatively． Then the
electronic transition dipole moment and nonadiabatic
coupling are calculated directly． The double well
potential is fitting to the sum of harmonic potential
function and Gaussian function，and then the Franck-
Condon factors can be simplified to harmonic cases．
The second case is about the theory of absorption，
emission spectra and IC rate about anharmonic PES
( see eq． ( 3. 3 ) ) ． Actually，the PES in this case can
be a general form of Taylor expansion respected to
normal coordinate Q according to eq． ( 3. 2 ) ． The
cumulant expansion is used to derive the thermal
correlation functions． The anharmonic effects are
reflected in the modifications of the energy difference
ω ba and the Huang-Rhys factor Sj ． As applications，the
absorption，emission spectra of pyridine，pyrimidine
and fluorobenzene，and the IC rate of fluorobenzene
were calculated． The results are in a good agreement
with the experiments．
The third case is about the method to calculate the
IC with CI． We have proposed one method to calculate
the IC rate of ππ * → nπ * of the pyrazine molecule．
The pump-probe experimental measurement of its ππ *
state lifetime is determined to be ～ 22 fs by Suzuki et
al． They employed the PESs model from Domcke［56］ to
obtain the lifetime of S2 ( ππ
* ) ． It should be noted
that in pyrazine，there should exist two nπ * states．
But they only include one nπ * state in their treatments
of non-adiabatic processes． In a very recent paper we
have studied this neglected nπ * surface and studied its
effect on the experimental spectra［60］． The work in
progress is to calculate the lifetime of ππ * state by
using the new set of PESs of pyrazine．
The fourth case is about the theoretical studies of
VR， which can be applied to that in isolated
molecules，molecular cluster and dense media． This
type of PES has become available in recent quantum
chemistry programs． Although theories of VR have
been proposed， its numerical calculations have only
become possible recently． The VR under consideration
depends on the size of the system and takes place in
the time range of sub-picoseconds to picoseconds． In
this paper we have chosen the water dimer and aniline
as the systems for investigations． The PES includes the
harmonic，cubic anharmonic contributions． Applying
the adiabatic approximation，the normal modes can be
divided into fast system ( high frequency modes ) and
slow system ( low frequency modes ) ． The energy of
fast system can relax to the slow system due to the
existence of the interaction between these two systems
( anharmonic couplings between high frequency modes
and low frequency modes ) ． Then the formalism of IC
process can be used to derive the VR rate from high
frequency modes to the low frequency modes． Thus
concepts of “promoting” modes and “accepting”
modes also exist in the formalism of VR． In this paper，
we only apply the first order perturbation theory to deal
with the interaction term V int in the adiabatic
approximation． This will be improved in the future．
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